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Item-by-item responses to Reviewer 1’s comments: 

We appreciated Reviewer 1’s interest in our study and your valuable suggestion. We have 

carefully reviewed your comments and revised the manuscript as clearly as possible. We have 

highlighted the revised sections in blue in the manuscript. The revised manuscript has been 

proofread. 

1) To improve the structure of this paper, it is necessary to revise the order of sections. 

Especially, Sections 2.2 and 3.1 are too similar. Please merge the two sections into one section. 

[Reply] The contents of the two sections are in fact completely different. The only misleading 

aspect was the similar titles. In the revised manuscript, Section 2.1 (which was Section 2.2 in the 

original version) is now entitled "GEMS Cloud Algorithm Description," while Section 3.1 is now 

entitled "Satellite Data Used in This Study." 

2) To explain the GEMS radiance characteristics, sampling and resolution information are wrong. 

The sampling is 0.2 nm and the resolution is 0.6 nm. Please correct it.  

[Reply] We corrected to 0.6 nm. 

3) Section 2.2 has to be moved before Section 2.1. Algorithm outputs are more appropriate after 

the algorithm description. 

[Reply] The section is moved as suggested. 

4) L139: For the radiance simulation, this study used 460-485 nm. However, the O2-O2 band at 

477 nm significantly affect the spectral range longer than 485 nm. Why does this study use the 

spectral range with not wide enough? 

[Reply] We have revised the manuscript in lines 120-122 as follows:  

“Before the launch of GEMS, we designed the algorithm using 460-490 nm. However, we 

discovered that a bad-pixels exist over 485 nm in partial area (Lee et al., 2023) during the in-

orbit test of GEMS. Therefore, the fitting window was shortened for stable cloud retrieval.” 

5) L144: This spectral range is significantly affected the NO2 absorption. Why does this study 

not consider the NO2 absorption? 

[Reply] We decided the gases in cloud retrieval process based on fitting residual. In the fitting 

residual analysis, both of NO2 and O3 did not cause remarkable error, but only O3 caused error in 

high cloud conditions. Therefore, we added the O3 absorption effect.  



We revised manuscript in lines 126-129 as follows:  

“In addition, even though NO2 absorption coefficients exist in the spectral range of the input 

reflectance, their effects are disregarded because the impact is negligible.” 

In addition, we acknowledged the effects of NO2 absorption on the GEMS cloud retrieval 

algorithm, so we attempted to account for NO2 absorption via the adoption of QDOAS, etc. We 

also included the related discussion in lines 426-427 as follows:  

“Also, QDOAS application enable to consider the NO2 absorption. We anticipate the 

improvement of the GEMS cloud retrieval algorithm in the future through consider those 

remaining issues.”  

6) L156: From Equation (3), this equation is not a full DOAS method. It is linearized absorption 

signal separation. The full DOAS method is additionally considered the non-linear correction. 

How about correcting the non-linear effect for the estimation of SCD? 

[Reply] We tested the effect of adding a nonlinear term of the second and third order to Equation 

(3), but the results show no statistically significant difference when nonlinear terms are 

considered. The initial goal of the GEMS cloud was to produce results as stable as possible, so we 

aimed to reduce the uncertainty caused by inversion calculations using linear fitting. However, 

we conducted the fitting analysis using synthetic data, we agree that nonlinear fitting analysis is 

needed using operated GEMS L1C and IRR data. One approach for applying nonlinear fitting is 

to utilize QDOAS, as demonstrated by Danckaert et al. (2012). We plan to analyze the results of 

cloud calculations using nonlinear fitting in addition to the existing results in future research. 

We included the related discussion in lines 423-426 as follows:  

“Since the GEMS cloud is retrieved through the DOAS method using linear fitting, it is necessary 

to compare the results with nonlinear fitting. One approach for applying nonlinear fitting is to 

utilize QDOAS, as demonstrated by Danckaert et al. (2012). We plan to analyze the results of 

cloud retrievals using the nonlinear fitting method in existing algorithm in future research.” 

7) L161: For readability, please add the flowchart of the whole cloud retrieval algorithm. 

[Reply] We added the flowchart of GEMS cloud retrieval algorithm in Fig. 1. 



 

8) L162-L166: It is too simple to explain. Please add the details of the explanation what is the 

main difference between the two different platforms. 

[Reply] We revised manuscript in lines 139-143 as follows:  

“As already noted, the observational geometry differs from the LEO orbit because GEMS is in 

GEO. The VZA is constant at each location, but it varies significantly across the observation 

area. In contrast, SZA varies significantly across the complete observation area from sunrise to 

sunset. This change in SZA influences not only the calculation of reflectance, the optical path, 

etc., but also the variation in surface reflectance. Therefore, we simulated the RTM considering 

the various conditions of surface reflectance.” 

9) Section 3.1 (before revision): This section needs to separate the sections according to the 

platforms.  

[Reply] We separated the sections for each platform. 

10) L248: This manuscript is only focused on the Korean Peninsula, not the GEMS domain. Do 

you have some reasons? Please clarify this issue. 

[Reply] We considered the entire swath (from 03 to 06 UTC) within the GEMS FOV. We revised 

the manuscript in lines 248-251 as follows: 

 “TROPOMI and CALIOP passed the GEMS FOV between 03 and 06 UTC, we use the entire 

swath to validate the GEMS products, but since most cases occurred close to the Korean 

Peninsula, we primarily used around the 04 UTC observation for validation. GEMS observes the 



Korean Peninsula at ~ 45 minute past every hour during daytime, therefore, data observed at 

04:45 UTC was selected as the validation data.” 

11) Section 4: This manuscript is focused on the cloud algorithm for GEMS. However, Section 4 

shows the results using OMI and TROPOMI. Please clarify the purpose of these results.  

[Reply] Using the same input data is valuable for understanding algorithm differences without 

sensor error. We revised the manuscript in lines 268-270 as follows: 

 “Using the same input data is valuable for understanding algorithm differences. Since OMI is 

the foundation of the GEMS cloud retrieval algorithm, the GEMS cloud algorithm would produce 

a product that is highly correlated with the OMI cloud product.” 

12) Figure 3: This figure is one of the key results in this manuscript. However, as shown in this 

figure, an arbitral stripe pattern exists. I think that this is a problem during the inversion process 

for the best solution estimation from LUT. This problem is a critical issue for the operational 

algorithm. Please check and find the reason and need to fix this critical issue. 

[Reply] The striped pattern caused by look-up table interpolation processes was eliminated after 

the systematic error was resolved as follows. 

 

13) Section 5: Although the manuscript shows several cases, the long-term comparison result is 

also required to see the stability of the algorithm's accuracy. In addition, this study only showed 

the 0430 UTC result. It is only allowed to the intercomparison. To see the diurnal variability of 

cloud retrieval results, this study also has to show the continuous diurnal results. In addition, 

some performance results (statistical validation results) are essential. 

[Reply] The reason why we used only the 04:45 UTC data is TROPOMI passed over the Korean 

Peninsula at 04 UTC. We utilized approximately over 300,000 pixels each month. The validation 



results for TROPOMI cloud products over the six-month period in 2023 are presented in the table 

below.   

Table 1. Monthly validation results between GEMS and TROPOMI cloud product 

 

 

 

 

We have performed the error by temporal variations and added the paragraph in lines 356-361 as 

follows: 

“Due to the GEO orbit in which the GEMS is located, there are temporal variations in SZA as 

well as several input variables. Using the time-specific observation data of the aerosol high 

concentration case, we tested the error when input variables over time were not taken into 

account and were inaccurately entered as fixed values. The results indicate that the largest error 

in cloud calculation occurs when the SZA change is not adequately accounted for. The surface 

reflection, which causes an approximately 1% change in time, also caused a significant error, 

and the error characteristics in the ground-ocean were found to be substantially different. The 

error caused by a minor change in ground pressure over time was insignificant.” 

We have confirmed the movement of typhoon over time and added the paragraph in lines 381-

384 as follows: 

“Analysis of cloud production characteristics over time is required despite the fact that 

verification with other satellites is not feasible for all GEMS observation times except when some 

paths overlap. In the case of typhoons in which clouds are transparent and move rapidly over 

time, the observation of cloud movement over time was therefore qualitatively analyzed. It was 

discovered that GEMS cloud algorithm accurately identified the movement of typhoons over 

time.” 

Minor Comment 

1) L160: angle geometry → observation geometry 

[Reply] We changed all expressions ‘angle geometry’ to ‘observation geometry’. 

2) L168: Please add the reference for the VLIDORT NGST version. 

[Reply] We added the reference for the VLIDORT NGST version in lines 146 as follows:  

“while GEMS used the VLIDORT NGST version (Spurr et al., 2006).” 

3) L199: Please add the reference, and recheck the spatial resolution of TROPOMI in L204. 

Mon ECF CCP 

Jan R = 0.74 Y = 0.77x+0.18 R = 0.88 Y = 0.54x+356.14 

Feb R = 0.78 Y = 0.81x+0.16 R = 0.88 Y = 0.54x+354.75 

Mar R = 0.77 Y = 0.79x+0.14 R = 0.82 Y = 0.48x+392.42 

Apr R = 0.78 Y = 0.79x+0.14 R = 0.83 Y = 0.51x+361.75 

May R = 0.78 Y = 0.79x+0.13 R = 0.81 Y = 0.49x+371.01 

Jun R = 0.75 Y = 0.76x+0.15 R = 0.72 Y = 0.43x+398.01 



[Reply] We added references and revised the spatial resolution as 3.5 × 5.5 km2 in lines 206-207 

as follows: 

“Launched in 2017, TROPOMI is in SSO (as is OMI) and has a spatial resolution of 3.5 ×  5.5 

km, which is similar to that of GEMS (Latsch et al., 2022),” 

4) L241: To the clarify the difference, please list-up the difference of definition for cloud 

parameters. 

[Reply] We added the table 2 to show the difference of definition for cloud parameters. 

5) L285-286: This sentence is not clear. Please rephrase it.  

 

[Reply] We rephrased the sentence in lines 290 as follows:  

“Figure 3 displays the outcome of the GEMS cloud process, derived from OMI observations 

conducted on March 25th, 2007.” 
 

Item-by-item responses to Reviewer 2’s comments: 

We appreciated Reviewer 2’s interest in our study and your valuable suggestion. We have 

carefully reviewed your comments and revised the manuscript as clearly as possible. We have 

highlighted the revised sections in blue in the manuscript. The revised manuscript has been 

proofread. 

General comments: 

This manuscript presents a generally well written study on the algorithm retrieval results of 

GEMS cloud products. The author presented comprehensive analysis including comparison with 

the different satellite products along with the algorithm results. I suggest the publication of the 

paper after minor revisions. 

Specific comments: 

Line 11: ‘the first geostationary orbit satellite’ → I recommend that to be more specific as the 

GEMS is not the first geostationary orbit satellite instrument. 

[Reply] We revised the words in lines 11 as follows:  

“the first environmental geostationary orbit satellite” 

Line 26: missing periods. 

[Reply] We entered periods. 

Line 23,29: It may not be a serious problem, but I suggest you distinguish the word between 

“satellite” and “instruments”. 

[Reply] We revised the satellite to instruments. 



Line 30: gases(GHG) → gases (GHG) 

[Reply] We put the space between words and parentheses. 

Line 31: Please check typo “using use spectrometers GHGs”. 

[Reply] We revised the sentence in lines 30-31 as follows:  

“Satellites now monitor global warming by measuring greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide 

and methane using spectrometers in the near-infrared and shortwave-infrared regions” 

Line 41: ‘characteristics vary greatly depending on the spectral band.’ → Do you have any 

reference or evidence for this sentence? Or did you want to say retrieval results greatly depending 

on the instrument characteristics? 

[Reply] We intend that the characteristics of clouds are depending on the instrument 

characteristics. 

Line 58: I thought the spectral resolution of GEMS is about 0.6nm, while sampling is 0.2nm. 

Could you check again? 

[Reply] We revised the 0.2 nm to 0.6 nm. 

Line 60: ‘keeping the Sun-Earth-satellite angle constant’ → do you mean constant VZA? 

[Reply] Yes, we revised the words in lines 59 as follows:  

“in a sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) while maintaining the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) variation” 

Line 64-65: Could you provide a reference for this? Or I think you can probably explain it with 

low SNR, etc. 

[Reply] We added the reference and revised the manuscript in lines 62-63 as follows: 

“This reduces the quantity of radiation energy reaching the satellite and extends the beam path, 

resulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio (Vandaele et al., 2018) and cloud retrieval errors.” 

Line 84: ‘with a resolution of 0.2 nm’ → Could you check this again? I thought the spectral 

resolution of GEMS is about 0.6nm. 

[Reply] We revised the 0.2 nm to 0.6 nm. 

Line 92: Could you provide some references? 

[Reply] Cloud phase is typically based on 8.7 micron and cloud top properties are based on 

thermal bands therefore, the cloud top heights from UV-VIS bands are less than those retrieved 

by thermal bands. I also added references: Compernolle et al., 2021 and Kim et al., 2019. 

Line116: Why? Are there no CRF products from other satellites? 



[Reply] The CRF is only converted from ECF considering wavelength dependency and it is 

significantly related to ECF, therefore we did not need more comparison for CRF. This is the 

reason why there are no CRF products from other satellites. 

Line 144,147,152: Just curious. Why is there no consideration of NO2 in this equation? I think the 

impact may be significant, especially over East Asia. What do you mean that the absorption by 

nitrogen dioxide is linear? 

[Reply] We decided the gases in cloud retrieval process based on fitting residual. In the fitting 

residual analysis, both of NO2 and O3 did not cause remarkable error, but only O3 caused error in 

high cloud conditions. Therefore, we added the O3 absorption effect.  

We apologize for the confusion caused by mistakenly describing it as linear, we deleted in 

manuscript in lines 127-129 as follows: 

“In addition, even though NO2 absorption coefficients exist in the spectral range of the input 

reflectance, their effects are disregarded because the impact is negligible.” 

In addition, we acknowledged the effects of NO2 absorption on the GEMS cloud retrieval 

algorithm, so we attempted to account for NO2 absorption via the adoption of QDOAS, etc. We 

also included the related discussion in lines 426-427 as follows:  

“Also, QDOAS application enable to consider the NO2 absorption. We anticipate the 

improvement of the GEMS cloud retrieval algorithm in the future through consider those 

remaining issues.”  

Line 168: Do you have any reference paper for VLIDORT NGST? 

[Reply] We added the reference for the VLIORT NGST in lines 146 as follows: 

“while GEMS used the VLIDORT NGST version (Spurr et al., 2006).” 

Line 173: ‘which has the most similar algorithm design’ → Do you mean as a prototype? 

[Reply] We revised the sentence in lines 175-176 as follows: 

“which has the most similar to spectral resolution and cloud prototype algorithm of GEMS” 

Line 174: ‘operates simultaneously with GEMS’ → I suggest ‘in operational since 2018’ rather 

than operates simultaneously. 

[Reply] We revised the words following your suggestion. 

Line 175: ‘the same orbit’ → Does it mean the same geostationary orbit? 

[Reply] Yes, we revised it in lines 177 as follows:  

“the same GEO orbit “ 

Line 182: 0.6 → 0.6nm 



[Reply] We added the unit. 

Line 243: Just curious. Are there any standards to select the cases? 

[Reply] We choose the cases following some reasons. The case used to have occurred in GEMS 

FOV. And then we choose the specific day for each case have to be captured on all platforms. 

And the meaning of each case is as follows: 

East Asia has experienced a severe problem with the high concentration of aerosol. Considering 

the purpose of GEMS to monitor the atmospheric environment, we need to validate a high-

concentration case. The second case is for the typhoon, the typhoon is a very good case to 

validate cloud products because typhoon brings various cloud type. The last case is for sea fog, as 

I mentioned in the manuscript, sea fog is often between Korean Peninsula and China. Sea fog acts 

on the bright surface, therefore errors in their pressure cause very large errors in the gas 

retrievals. Therefore, we choose the sea fog cases and analyzed the cloud products. 

Line 258: ‘the nearest neighbor method was based on’ → ‘the nearest neighbor method was used 

based on’? 

[Reply] We revised as suggested in lines 262. 

Figure 1: Reason for the stripe pattern? 

[Reply] The striped pattern caused by look-up table interpolation processes was eliminated after 

the systematic error was resolved as follows: 

 

Line 280: It would be better if you could add the reason briefly. 

[Reply] We revised the manuscript in lines 284-289 as follows: 



“However, many previous studies (Vasilkov et al., 2008; Sneep et al., 2008; Loyola et al., 2018; 

Compernolle et al., 2021) reported that the accuracy of CCP retrieval using O2-O2 absorption 

was significantly lower for areas with an ECF less than 0.2.” 

Figure 2: Caption ‘March 5th’ → ‘March 25th’. 

[Reply] We revised the typo. 

Figure 1-4: I can see that you are using the term “GEMS ECF” or “GEMS CCP”. This is not 

GEMS data, but GEMS algorithm applied results. I suggest you distinguish between real GEMS 

products and GEMS algorithm applied products in the Figure, but I’ll let the author decide it. 

[Reply] We changed the expression to GEMS-applied ECF, GEMS-applied CCP 

Figure 3: Reason for the stripe pattern?              

[Reply] Same problem in Fig. 1 (original manuscript). The striped pattern caused by look-up 

table interpolation processes was eliminated after the systematic error was resolved as follows: 

 

Line 329: Just curious. Which channel does the AMI use for the cloud retrieval? 

[Reply] The AMI uses the VIS (0.6 ㎛, 0.8 ㎛) and IR (10.4 ㎛) channels for cloud mask 

retrieval.  

Line 350: Why does the GEMS tends to estimate lower cloud heights than TROPOMI cloud 

pressure? 



[Reply] O2-O2 is related to the square of pressure and converged very low cloud, therefore it is 

sensitive to very low clouds (larger than 700 hPa, scale pressure is located around 700 hPa). We 

changed and added in the manuscript in lines 350-355 as follows:  

“Comparing TROPOMI CH with GEMS CH revealed that, in general, GEMS tends to concur 

with TROPOMI CH in low cloud (less than 6 km) conditions, but estimates lower cloud heights 

than TROPOMI cloud pressure calculations for high cloud (over 6 km). The scale pressure of 

O2-O2 absorption is approximately 700 hPa, and this altitude becomes the reference for the 

relationship between TROPOMI and GEMS cloud pressure. Consequently, while lower clouds 

display cloud heights comparable to TROPOMI, clouds at higher altitudes have the 

characteristic of estimating lower altitudes.” 

Line 367: Again, why does the GEMS tends to estimate lower cloud heights than TROPOMI 

cloud pressure? 

[Reply] GEMS tended to underestimate in high and thick cloud conditions, therefore, we added in 

the manuscript in lines 377 as follows: 

“GEMS tended to underestimate cloud height compared with TROPOMI in high and thick cloud 

conditions.” 

Line 398: Maybe you can add a brief reason why GEMS cloud height is the lowest. 

[Reply] We revised the manuscript in lines 409-411 as follows: 

“The GEMS cloud retrieval algorithm is sensitive to high pressure greater than scale pressure; 

as a result, GEMS estimates of cloud height were the lowest among the four satellites, 

corresponding to the height at which clouds reflect radiation.” 

 
 


